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cycle of ballads about prisoners. One of the former, Pavel and Ms
Sister (Miladinov 135) is related to a Ukrainian ballad reproduced
by Antonovic and Dragomanov (63). The supernatural ballads
concerning the Moon and Sun, which are somewhat richer in
Bulgaria than Serbia, form a link with Rumania, where one of the
best is on the love of these two bodies (Ileana Cosdnzeana,
Alecsandri 9). Among the classes of ballads the authorities on
Bulgaria include one of shepherds' songs (ovcjarski) alongside
those of haiduks, and this prominence given to shepherds prepares
us for the remarkably pastoral nature of the Rumanian pieces.
The Bulgarian metres are also intermediate between those of
Serbia and Rumania. The heroic decasyllabic is less used than the
later and more lyrical octosyllable; Rumanian lines are octosyllabic
or shorter. There is no trace of rhyme in Bulgarian work. An
interesting feature is the use of irregular lines. They are mostly
to be found in ballads of the supernatural from eastern Macedonia
(Dozon's appendix). Some of them represent merely failure to keep
the eight syllable count, but in others the irregularity seems to be a
prosodic principle (The Fountain of the Samovile, Dozon, App. 10).
It does not correspond to the archaic 'bugarstice' known to the Ser-
bians, but is rather a wildness that can only be regulated by the chant;
that is, the sort of normalized unevenness which we encounter
in the Ukrainian £dumi' and the Russian 'byliny'. There seems no
frontier dividing the music of Bulgaria from that of South Russia.
3. Rumania
Rumanian balladry began its career under the impulse of the
burst of Serbian creative genius in the sixteenth century .The "gus-
lari* were the fathers of the 'lautari', and many of the lbalade* are
derived from Serbo-Bulgar £pesme* or are of the same general type.
The correspondence is closer with Bulgaria than with Serbia. In
versification, for instance, the Bulgars already show a preference
for short lines rather than long, and this preference is absolute in
Rumania. A number of special circumstances, however, have con-
spired to give a peculiar flavour to the songs of the Rumanians.
They are a Latin-speaking people hemmed in between Slavs. In
the ' green leaves* formula (by which poems or sections of poems
begin with an appeal to the green leaves of some tree or plant) we
find something remarkably like the appeal to flowers in Italian
'storneUT. The Istro-Rumanians are indeed in contact with Italian
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